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All original material, vocal arrangements with matchless family harmonies, scripture based, and music

beats that will capture the attention of young people of all cultures and backgrounds who enjoy

Contemporary Christian,Holy Hip-Hop, Praise and Worship. 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary

Gospel, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Jus-B-Cuz consists of three sisters (Tamar,Joanna,Rebecca)

who are committed to spreading the word that true happiness can only be found if at first you seek the

kingdom of God. They are PK's (preacher kids) with the Word of God in their hearts, which is evident in

the lyrics of their songs. They have appeared with several gospel and contemporary Christian music

artists, including Mary Mary, The Newsboys, Tonex, Karen Clark-Sheard, Kierra "Kiki" Sheard,

Barlowgirls, Skillet, John P. Kee, Beverly Crawford, Daryl Coley, and Yolanda Adams. Their debut

recording "It Still Remains" has found its way on play lists of radio stations across the country, particularly

the selection "Balm In Gilead". This project with exceptional vocal arrangements,family harmonies, and

music beats, will certainly capture the attention of young people of all cultures and backgrounds, as it

inspires and encourages them with the message of Jesus Christ. The cross-cultural reach of this project

is also evident in the selection "Jesus Is Coming Soon", part of which is sung in Spanish with guest

musician Juan Escovedo (brother of Sheila E. and son of latin legend Pete Escovedo) on percussion.

Citing musical influences of Out of Eden, Kim Burrell, Jennifer Knapp, The Clark Sisters, and Rebecca St.

James, this project contains 10 tracks of original material ranging in variety and style that will find favor

with Contemporary Christian, Traditional gospel, Christian Inspirational, and Holy Hip-Hop auidences

alike. With many of the selections penned by the group themselves, they desire that their music be a

blessing to people all over the world, and that they might make a difference in someone's life. This desire

is evident in their music as each selection is laced with the Word of God. Coming on the heels of this
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release is their DVD "Live From the San Francisco Christian Center", also available here on CDbaby.

Jus-B-Cuz os reaching the masses with the message of Jesus Christ, providing words of encouragement

and reminding all who hear them that whether you're standing on the mountain top, or in the valley, It Still

Remains that Jesus is worthy to be praised.
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